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2011ࣱḞ˖ڍᤈѢԯᩏᛠጊࠚډፈþӠ̃̊ÿѲጨ᜵֖Кᛠੌ႔ᣀۋᄫಕḞܷҦҪुࣉڣ
धԦḞʿற˗֖ࠜ߸ؒ᧚ᚷֵ̖֖నҫͳጆḞ੦ࠃᤈˉҫѸளḞधࡘ̾ࠃͳፂ฿˝۲ᆨᄉ᧚ᚷ
Ѹளǌ

ܷҦஂӐ̖ˉܷԦࡘ
ᒬ2007ࣱڍڙЮ᧚ᚷౝ˖ኃʶ˓ˀӐᦉኍᦉ᫂ኣᎷՋͺӨᝫ̾Ḟ᧗ཁ˿ʶХథ
ባ́ҦᄉܰՓۋӐ͌ˉ֖ᅻՏӐֵྠǌ2011ࣱḞ᧗ཁஂ˿ڍᬄ᭣ྫྷӐ᥋̖ӯچǋ᫁
ॕˆႌۡኍʶᮉᄫḞథଡӣ˿˖ӧӐᄉڍᬄॕֽҦǌ

ሤү࠴ॱ͌ˉԦࡘ
ˉ͌ॱ࠴ڙԦࡘ᥄ҁڇᬱᄉৰхʽḞథஅ᎕൛ḞథଡᰳэЙ᫂ഩḞథܘҪઝγ్
͇ḞᏪ௦ሤ˞ҮଡΘ᧚ᚷஂ֖నҫǌԷध˿Кᛠ࠴ॱ͌ˉζࢹͺ͗ᝫḞᆐቂ҃߿˿ஂ
Ḟ߸ؒ˿ࢹͺ҃ǌڙளܘ൛ഴథᬌᄉৰхʽḞѸளѢ˿ܲሗՋ࠴͌ˉྱཁᄉᚷᠪழ
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Ҫܷࠪþʻйÿ֖᠑ᄉஂҦऎ
ஂ˿ள࣎భᬶڃǋ߶ျᦷආኍʶйˉ̖ˉӐᴜܿ͌ˉḞ˝ੰܷ͕Ҹйֵ̖ѢԯḞଡᰳй
ˉڍᬄባ́ҦԦ˿ሤͺၸǌ᠑᧚ᚷՋͺழ᭦ḞըҮ˿ڠࢵٽӜຣԦࡘᮉᄫḞஂ˿ளႝ
ೞᔈҪࢹኍʶ᠑ࣛҮःܷᄉᮉᄫǌҪܷ˿ࠪၲᐖࡾԝᄉࣞҦऎḞॆॅᇧᔴᮉᄫԨ३˿
ൿব౦ǌڙˀڍҫᬒ᠑Ҩधࡘ᧚ᚷ᠑Ջͺᄉᩏᛠ˖Ḟ˖ڍᤈѢԯᩏᛠஂᄉᮉᄫణܲǋ᧚
ᮨణܷǋణ௬ᗂǌ

ᅋҦҮӜ۪ӨុԦࡘ
ѢԻஂ̇ӮҪঋत᭦Փ᜴Ӯधஉ᧗᜵ೃܿۿᄉૈ࠭Ḟஂ˿̳ࢹˉچӜኍᮉᄫǌ
Ҫܷࠪ˖ڍʶ᧗ǋʶීᣓᢻኍ᧗ཁ͌ˉḞ̾Ԣ˜ˋຠǋᖸԯຠ֖˖ΨӜतᄉஂҦऎḞΧ
ᤈˋӑኍᏤࢹˉ۲ڠК᭦Тǌஂʼ๑þˏ˓˖ॶÿतḞՓʼຠᬶڃଡΘ˿60̢Њधஉˉ̖ۋ
ஞՋ൛ǌள˿ளႝǋԗ᫂ǋܸศʻࠑѫᛠḞஂႝڠӜǋ๑᜴ڠӜǋໜ๑ڠӜᄉԦࡘǌ˝
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Bearing in mind the outline of the 12th Five-Year Plan and its strategic transformation goals,
the Bank made great effort to explore the market, continuously enrich and improve its products
and services, push forward down-to-earth innovations, and developed new financial instruments
based on the situations of real economy.

Vigorously supporting the cultural industry
In 2007, the Bank was the first financial institution in China to sign cooperation agreements
with the Ministry of Culture and other relevant authorities. Since then, it has supported a number
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of competitive export-oriented cultural companies and renowned cultural brands. The key projects
in 2011 include the International Intangible Cultural Heritage Park and Changchun Movie
Wonderland, which effectively intensified the international influence of the Chinese culture.

Actively promoting the development of small and micro businesses
At a time when small and micro businesses ran into difficulties in their development, the
Bank did not shrink its loans, raise loan threshold or demand more guarantees. Rather, it took
the initiative to provide its support and services. The Bank organized a conference on “loans to
small and micro business” in which relevant plans and a work mechanism were formed. Though
restricted by scale of new loans, the Bank innovatively put forward a number of financing schemes
that suited small businesses.
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Increasing support to rural development, agriculture and farmers, as
well as to poverty reduction
The Bank supported the business of a number of leading agricultural companies, such as the
New Hope Group and Angel Yeast. By doing so, it played a positive role to expand the export of
competitive agricultural produces and improve the competitiveness of the agriculture sector in the
international market. In order to reduce poverty through financial support, the Bank launched a
batch of poverty reduction projects, such as Tourism Development project in Sichuan and Cotton
Processing project in Xinjiang. It also increased support to Minxian County, Guansu Province. Thus
the Angelica project, a pilot poverty-reduction project in Minxian, achieved desired results. Among
all the banks that work together with the State Council Poverty Alleviation Leading Group Office,
the Export-Import Bank of China has supported the biggest number of projects, with the largest
amount of funds and the most outstanding results.

Making special efforts to promote coordinated regional development
The Bank came up with a guideline to help build Yunnan Province into a gateway in China’s
opening up to the Southwest. Projects such as the Shiming Industrial Park were therefore
supported. It also gave stronger support to key companies such as China First Heavy Industries and
FAW Car and key constructions such as Dandong Port, Yingkou Port and China-Russia Border Trade
Zone so as to promote the rejuvenation of the old industrial bases in northeast China. The Bank
supported Shanghai’s effort to become an international financial and shipping centre by providing
RMB6 billion to the Shanghai International Port (Group) for industry consolidations. Three new
branches were set up in Xinjiang, Xiamen and Tianjin respectively to support the development of
border area, west coast of the Taiwan Straits and Tianjin Binhai New Area. In addition, the Bank
approved loans for the construction of Taiwan agricultural parks in Fujian and Chongqing, thereby
contributing to Cross-Straits exchanges.
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